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Path Solutions’ Thought Leadership series continue
with iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II component
Path Solutions extends its risk management
solution offering to cover Basel II requirements as part of its ongoing commitment to
the role of IT in Islamic banking.
Today more than ever, financial institutions
are becoming increasingly aware that effective management of information within
their operating environment is their best
chance to maintain competitive advantage,
manage and monitor risks, and comply with
legislative operational and reporting requirements; and that technology plays a crucial
role in this. IT is now permeating every conceivable aspect of the bank’s business and
is a major tool for improving product innovation, customer satisfaction, market share,
and providing the right information at the
right time to the right party in the most efficient and purpose-serving manner.
The Basel II framework is an international framework that is not compulsory
to countries, but provides directions and
leaves areas for regulatory arbitrage; most
countries are following suit and we are
seeing local supervisory banks issuing
frameworks, directing banks in risk management practices and requesting specific
reporting. With the existing focus on risk
management, Basel II compliance has become an integrated and major focal point
of operations for financial institutions.
Path Solutions reaffirms its commitment
to developing and delivering leadingedge banking applications and hence has
incorporated major enhancements into
iMAL*BusinessIntelligence module to include Basel II component.
The iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II
component encompasses the requirements of Basel II Pillar 1 requirements,
covering the 3 risk areas (credit, market
and operational risk) with computations
of the risk weighted figures for the 3 risk
management areas, tier 1 and tier 2, and
computation of the final capital adequacy
ratio of the financial institution. The computations are effected following the approaches set by Pillar 1, and Path Solutions
will be adding to the coverage of the approaches computations. The component is
highly flexible, allowing the set up of what
is needed for the system operations such
as credit agencies and exposures.
The iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II

component empowers the bank to provide the right information, in consistent
manner, at the right time to the right decision makers. Information is updated
on-line real-time and thus empowering
decision makers to taking informed decisions based on facts. This information is
presented in different ways including a
range of dashboards enabling viewing and
comparing data with full traceability of
data sources via drill-downs.
Basel II component provides a rapid return
on investment through ready-to-use model parameterization with pre-configured
risk management approaches, business
templates, standard risk management
dashboards/reports and views aligned
to the iMAL Core Banking ledger structures and parameters. The system is also
highly parameterized and flexible to ensure minimum amount of customization
by providing greatest level of automation
and self services approach to report creation (quick easy set up of dimensions and
dashboards).
iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II component is a scalable component providing
maximum standardization (single version),
maximum transparency, effectiveness
in operations, security of data and dashboards, support for Central Bank reporting. It is an open application enabling the
financial institution to build and form different types and combinations of dimensions
and to import data from different sources
(data entry, excel, other systems).
It is fully integrated with all other iMAL
modules, providing the advantage and
added value of a financial institution’s utilization of a fully comprehensive single solution - iMAL, and as such:
1. Empowers the financial institution to
process all its operations on one single
system
2. Is aligned to the iMAL Core Banking
ledger structures, and iMAL modules’ features (comprehensive integrated way)
3. Maximizes efficiency
4. Minimizes cost
5. Minimizes time and money investment
in integration and data cleansing exercises
6. Enhancements done on Islamic banking functionality coverage are automatically imbedded in the releases of
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iMAL*BusinessIntelligence
(minimizing
new integration effort which is time and
money consuming).
On the general level, iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II component is founded on
the basis of IFSB framework. It also includes readily available Central Bank Basel
II reporting for some countries.
In brief, with the existing focus on risk
management, Basel II compliance has
become a significant factor for success in
modern-day banking.
iMAL*BusinessIntelligence Basel II component is tightly integrated with other
modules of iMAL. The component adopts a
consistent credit risk methodology across
all functions and creates a consolidated,
across-the-board view of risk.
It also empowers the bank to get information to decision makers, in the form and
level of detail they require, providing transparency and traceability across the entire
process.
(Disclaimer: Statements concerning Path Solutions’
plans and product releases are by nature, forwardlooking statements that involve a number of uncertainties and risks, and cannot be guaranteed. Based
on the market and customer’s needs and requirements, changes in the stated plans and products
may be done.)
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Shamil Bank of Yemen
and Bahrain signs
partnership contract
with Path Solutions

Moukadam added, “The inclusion of SBYB in
our growing list of clients will certainly encourage other Islamic banks in Yemen to opt for a
reliable and cost efficient system provided by
Path Solutions”.

The rapprochement between Hiram Finance
and Path Solutions aims to offer a comprehensive banking solution tailored to the specific
needs of the French and the Francophone
North African and Sub-Saharan African markets.

About Shamil Bank of Yemen and Bahrain

October 22, 2009 – Shamil Bank of Yemen
and Bahrain (“SBYB”) announced today that
it has signed an agreement on July 29, 2009
with Path Solutions, a leading software provider to acquire iMAL solution which will help the
bank manage and support its Islamic retail,
corporate and investment banking activities.
iMAL solution will also support the centralization of SBYB banking operations on a single
and multi-channel platform.
Commenting on the agreement, Ahmed Bazaraa, Chairman of the Board said, “The decision to implement iMAL is in league with
SBYB business strategy to invest extensively
in IT with the sole focus on better customer
service. The solution is highly flexible and
scalable, meeting not only current but future
needs of SBYB. iMAL will facilitate single client view across the whole institution and will
support an unlimited number of users with
non-stop resilience”.
Bazaraa emphasized that Path Solutions leverages 17 years of solid experience and
expertise in implementing cutting-edge Islamic banking technologies at forward-looking
banks, and that SBYB is proud to have Path as
its key technology partner.
iMAL solution will support the bank’s deposits, payments, customer management, risk
management, fixed assets, financial reporting, SWIFT messaging and e-banking. Hence,
SBYB will be able to address the new market
needs with innovative and cost-effective Islamic banking product offerings.
Naji Moukadam, President of Path Solutions
stated, “It is indeed a matter of pride that
SBYB has entrusted iMAL solution developed
by Path. To meet the requirements of a leading Yemeni financial institution and an affiliate
of one of the largest Bahraini banks is a testament to Path Solutions’ knowledge of the
Islamic banking industry and ability to deliver
a compelling solution. As banks in Yemen are
moving towards modernization and focusing
on quality customer experience, we are moving hand in hand with them by providing stateof-the-art Sharia-compliant software to fulfill
their exact needs and requirements”.
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ogy development initiatives to the financial
sector”, said Hady Farah, General Manager of
Hiram Finance. “We are pleased to be joining
forces with them. This agreement will pave
the way for a two-way cooperation meant at
leveraging our domain expertise across an extensive European network”.

Shamil Bank of Yemen and Bahrain (“SBYB”)
was established in 2002 as a Yemeni jointstock company with a starting capital of YR
2 billion. Ever since, it has been operating in
conformity with the Sharia, some of which are
to introduce ethical banking services, develop
ways of attracting money and savings and invest them in a halal way.
SBYB is part of Shamil Bank, a Bahrain-based
Islamic retail bank licensed and regulated by
the Central Bank of Bahrain, with commercial
and investment banking activities. Shamil
Bank Bahrain provides a range of Islamic products and services that cater to the financing
and investment needs of individuals and institutions. Conducting its business in compliance with the principles of Sharia, it operates
a network of local branches and maintains
a presence in overseas markets through its
subsidiaries, associated and affiliated companies.
Shamil Bank is a wholly owned subsidiary of
Ithmaar Bank, a full service investment bank.

Leading Paris-based
Hiram Finance to
partner with Path
Solutions
October 19, 2009 – Hiram Finance, a leading
Paris-based consulting firm within the financial services sector and Path Solutions, the
worldwide provider of conventional and Islamic banking software today announced that
they have signed a partnership agreement
aimed at advancing an end-to-end solution to
cover the needs of the fastest growing retail,
investment banking and asset management
segments in Europe and North Africa.
This partnership intervenes at a moment
where strategic changes are being witnessed
in the French financial sector, the amendment
to Article 2011 of the French Civil Code relating
to the formation of trusts paving the way for
an imminent Sukuk market take off and the
facilitation of Islamic finance products under
the country’s financial inclusion policy.
“Path Solutions is a major player that has
gained worldwide recognition for its technol-

Naji Moukadam, President of Path Solutions
commented: “Hiram Finance is well established in the French market and has been
providing various services to the global investment sector. Since we are planning to
further strengthen our position in Europe and
expand through France, we consider it crucial
to increase our engagement and efforts with
a truly global solution along with unmatched
consulting, training and mentoring services”.

Amwal Credit Union
signs major deal with
Path Solutions

October 16, 2009 – Path Solutions continues
its impressive growth by announcing the signing of yet another license and services agreements with the first Islamic Credit Union in
the world located in Hong Kong. The contracts
were signed by the Amwal Credit Union Chairman of the Board and President Lord Edwin
E. Hitti and Mr. Naji Moukadam, President of
Path Solutions.
The decision by Amwal Credit Union to select Path Solutions’ iMAL came after several
months of detailed evaluation of multiple wellknown IT vendors before going ahead with
Path Solutions.
“We are delighted to welcome Amwal Credit
Union, the first Sharia-compliant cooperative financial institution in Hong Kong to our
expanding list of users. Amwal Credit Union
firmly believes in the importance of providing
financial services in accordance with the tenets of Sharia adapting to the needs of the
Asian customers”, said Naji Moukadam.
He further added, “This agreement will enable
Amwal to launch innovative Islamic products
and services with minimum time-to-market,
be very efficient and reduce costs”.
Path will implement its iMAL Core Banking

Solution, the only solution in the world till today that is formally AAOIFI-certified covering
all aspects of the Islamic banking operations
which will bring significant benefits to Amwal
Credit Union.

wide provider of Islamic banking software and
Bank of Khartoum (“BOK”), one of the largest
banks in Sudan announced today that BOK
has selected iMAL Islamic banking solution to
support their Retail, Commercial, Treasury and
Investment banking activities in Sudan. The
agreement was signed on May 31, 2009.
Bank of Khartoum will implement all of iMAL
modules including Core Banking, Facility
Management, Islamic Treasury, Islamic Profit
Calculation, front-end Delivery Channels and
Trade Finance on Oracle platform.

“Path Solutions has been at the forefront of
providing and implementing a world-class
Sharia-compliant banking solution for many
years”, said Lord Edwin E. Hitti. “We are confident that iMAL will help us to launch new
Islamic products in Hong Kong and comprehensively meet the demands and interests
of our communities throughout the Greater
China region”.
Established on May 27, 2009 and registered
under the Credit Unions Ordinance Chapter
119, Laws of Hong Kong SAR, Amwal Credit
Union is located in one of the major financial
centers in the world and offers cutting edge
financial products that meet the criterion of
Sharia compliance, in addition to providing attractive risk adjusted returns over the medium
and long terms.
“We are very proud to have been awarded
the contract by Amwal Credit Union, the first
licensed Islamic cooperative financial institution in Hong Kong, and the sole Sharia-compliant credit union within the Greater China
region”, commented Rosie Kmeid, Head of
Corporate Communications at Path Solutions.
“We are confident that iMAL will provide a
comprehensive range of financing options
and will bring real benefits to the institution in
the years ahead”.
Already over 68 leading Islamic financial institutions worldwide are using iMAL solution
for Customer Service Management, Islamic
Treasury, Branch Automation, Retail Banking,
Investment Banking and Internet Banking
among others.
Credit Unions are very popular in North America, Europe, Australia, Central and South East
Asian countries. Great synergy has been perceived between Credit Unions and Islamic
banking in view of the nature of Islamic banking in particular and from the ethical point of
view.

Path Solutions wins
key banking account in
Sudan where BOK
selects iMAL
August 24, 2009 – Path Solutions, the world-

“Bank of Khartoum is a very significant partner in Sudan. The bank is highly respected
amongst the Sudanese banks. BOK is
known for its history, professionalism and
size in the country. It has conducted an indepth evaluation of a number of software
vendors over a five-month period and came
to the conclusion that Path Solutions, with
its proven strong track record and excellent
reference sites in the country and abroad
would be an excellent fit to support the
bank business expansion plans”, stated Naji
Moukadam, President of Path Solutions.
He added: “The Sudanese market is very significant for Path with five banks namely Al Baraka Bank, National Bank of Abu Dhabi, United
Capital Bank and Arab Sudanese Bank, chose
to work with us. Our commitment to the Sudanese market is reaffirmed with our decision
to open a Support Centre in Khartoum very
soon”.
Fadi Salim Al Faqih, General Manager of BOK
commented, “The system selection criteria
was based not only on technology but also on
Sharia rules conformity, compliance with all
applicable banking laws, best-of-breed functionality, integration, security and support”.
Al Faqih added: “The flexibility of the chosen
system was impressive and gave us the confidence that it would successfully handle BOK
current and future requirements. Information
Technology is a key element in our innovative
business approach and the partnership with
Path Solutions is a big step in that direction.
Our entire team now looks forward to a successful completion of the implementation
project and the realization of our business
goals”.
About Bank of Khartoum
Bank of Khartoum (BOK) with 17 branches in
the capital and 33 branches nationwide has
the widest branch network in Sudan.
Historical Background
1913: Established as the Anglo-Egyptian Bank
during the Anglo-British rule.
1925: Renamed to Barclays Bank for Overseas Properties and Territories.
1954: Renamed to Barclays Bank.
1970: Nationalized and became State Bank for
Foreign Trade.
1975: Renamed to Bank of Khartoum.
1983: Merged with The People’s Cooperative
Bank (Bank Misr).
1993: Merged with both the Unity Bank (Othman Bank) and the National Export and Import
Bank.
2002: Changed to private limited company un-

der the name Bank of Khartoum.
2005: Dubai Islamic Bank (Strategic Partner)
became the major shareholder with 60% of
Governmental shares in Bank of Khartoum.
2008: Emirates Sudan Bank merged into Bank
of Khartoum.

The Hare and the Turtle:
The Race in Islamic Banking – A Comparative Analysis of the Banking Acts of
Malaysia and Pakistan

by Rosmah Ismail, Executive
Advisor of Islamic Banking in the
Middle East
(Reprint by kind permission)

On December 23, 1999, the Government of
Pakistan, led by the State Bank of Pakistan
(SBP), launched its Strategic Plan to transform
its economy into an interest free Islamic financial system with the release of the world
reknowned masterpiece ‘Judgement on Riba’
by Pakistan’s jurist, Justice Muhammad Taqi
Usmani. This famous Judgement was equivalent to the silver bullet that shot riba in the
heart and all things interest related was declared completely haram. This article looks at
the comparison of the Banking Acts of both
countries as the starting point, and the subsequent path taken by each in their pursuit to
become the Islamic finance hub in the region.
The Islamic Finance industry is no longer an exotic field. Recognizing the potential in the new
business, governments are increasingly taking the lead to spearhead the growth in their
countries and are vying with each other for regional leadership. The race does not preclude
non-Muslim countries as United Kingdom and
even Hong Kong has started to reposition their
countries’ investment offerings accordingly.
Government leadership in the Islamization
Process
»P. 04
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In Pakistan, the Government’s moves
started off very fast. Officially, the President announced in February 1979 that
interest would be removed from the financial system within the following three
years and by July 1, 2001 the Pakistani
economy would be Shariah compliant.
The Government had already appointed
Council of Islamic Ideology (CII) in 1977,
the Council prepared the blueprint for an
interest-free economic system and appointed fifteen economists, central and
commercial bankers and financial experts
to put the following in place:
(a) The First Interim Report
This Phase was targeted at an immediate
removal of interest on simple specialized
financial institutions, the targeted entities were:
(i) House Building Finance Corporation,
(ii) National Investment Trust, and
(iii) Mutual Funds of Investment Corporation of Pakistan.
The above three conversions were
smooth and within just a few months, all
three organizations re-oriented their business and operations into interest-free
transactions.
(b) The Final Report
Phase two was the elimination of interest
from all domestic financial transactions
in all financial institutions in Pakistan.
This Phase took a bit longer to convert as
banks naturally had a certain amount of
foreign currency assets and liabilities and
as such, the interest free conversion was
not kept solely onshore.
In Malaysia, the government took the lead
in 1962 in establishing Lembaga Urusan
Tabung Haji (LUTH) to assist pilgrims in
saving up for their pilgrimage. It was the
first religious fund in Malaysia and was
highly successful in providing a steady income stream to its members, very much
like a co-operative. Backed against the
backdrop of the New Economic Policy
and the 5 Year Malaysia Plans which began in 1970, Malaysia’s Islamic banking
strategy began to take shape with the incorporation of its first Islamic bank, Bank
Islam Malaysia in 1983. Malaysia’s plan
was less glamorous and it took a brick
at a time with an indefinite arrival time
or a moving goal post as plans and progress were reviewed. The Islamic Banking
Act was also enacted in 1983 with the
third brick being laid in the form of the
second Islamic bank, Bank Muamalat
Malaysia being incorporated in 1999. So
far, progress has been commendable,
Malaysia has been fortunate to have its
modest Islamic banking plans embedded
within the country’s economic plans and
as such had received the support, both
governmental and public, from time to
time. This feature also provided the country with a testing ground for nurturing
and guiding Islamic finance through its
infancy.
Islamic Finance - A Right of each Muslim
In Malaysia, the right of a Muslim is not very
strongly emphasized unlike that of Pakistan.
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This may be due to the multiracial population profile of Malaysians whereby religious
sensitivities have been given a tender seat
so as not to upset any one ethnic group. The
Malaysian Constitution merely stipulates that
Islam is the official religion of the country and
largely, every citizen believes in God.
In Pakistan, however, being a mainly Muslim
population, the sentiment is different. At the
time of Independence, the promise to adhere
to Islamic principles had been provided for in
the Constitution of the Islamic Republic of
Pakistan as follows:

The Objectives Resolution 1949
***
Whereas sovereignty over the entire universe
belongs to Allah Almighty alone and the authority which He has delegated to the State
of Pakistan, through its people for being exercised within the limits prescribed by Him
is a sacred trust;
This Constituent Assembly representing the
people of Pakistan resolves to frame a constitution for the sovereign independent State of
Pakistan;
Wherein the State shall exercise its powers
and authority through the chosen representatives of the people;
Wherein the principles of democracy, freedom, equality, tolerance and social justice
as enunciated by Islam shall be fully observed;
Wherein the Muslims shall be enabled to
order their lives in the individual and collective spheres in accordance with the teachings and requirements of Islam as set out in
the Holy Quran and the Sunna …”

All three Constitutions, 1956, 1962 and the
current 1973, ordained that no law shall be enacted which was repugnant to the injunctions
of Islam. However, as the above Objectives
Resolution formed only the Preamble to the
actual Constitution, it was somewhat toothless and could not be used as law. A call to
eliminate riba at the earliest were also provided in Article 29(f) of the 1956 Constitution, Article 8(18) of the 1962 Constitution and Article
38(f) of the 1973 Constitution. Article 198(3)
of the first Constitution provided five years for
the Council of Islamic Ideology to submit its
Final Report whereas the third Constitution
provided seven years. The 1962 Constitution
did not stipulate the provision of any report.
The First Wave

The religious legacy left by General Zia ul Haq
who came to power in 1977 was twofold:
firstly, the addition of Chapter 3A in Part VII
of the Constitution through the President’s
Order of 1980, the setting up of the Federal
Shariah Court with powers of jurisdiction to
determine if the country’s laws were contrary
to Islamic principles and to remove repugnant
laws if any. Three out of the eight member
jurists on the Federal Shariah Court had to
be Islamic scholars who were well versed
in Shariah and appeals on the decisions of
the Federal Shariah Court had to be made to

the Shariah Appellate Bench of the Supreme
Court of Pakistan set up under Article 203F.
Two out of the five members of the Appellate
Bench were Shariah jurists.
The second significant contribution by the
President was the introduction of Article 2A
into the Constitution through the President’s
Order of 1985. This made the Preamble to the
Constitution i.e. the Objectives Resolution,
a substantive part thereof and hence, paved
the way for Islamic law to have legal effect in
Pakistan. Although Islamic law became significant and the Federal Shariah Court was also
judicially empowered, Islamic banking and finance was still in its early revivalist stage and
the proposed interest free financial system
was not broad nor deep enough to replace the
entrenched interest based financial system.
Hence, the government had to buy time and
inserted into the Constitution that the Federal
Shariah Court could not adjudicate on banking and fiscal matters for a period of 3 to 10
years. However, banking cases started to find
their redress in conventional courts, by invoking Article 2A defendants managed to get the
conventional courts to declare interest as unIslamic and interest payments were nullified.
This lead to a string of inconsistent precedence
of case law on interest settlement awards. An
example would be the case of Justice Tanzil
ur Rahman, having heard two similar cases
on the same day but upheld interest in one
and nullified it in the other. In Irshad H Khan
v Parveen Ajaz, the Judge held that “in view
of Article 2A, … awarding interest on money
claims are clear violations of the Constitutional mandate…”, whereas in Habib Bank Ltd v
Muhammad Hussain, since it involved a bank,
the Banking Companies (Recovery of Loans)
Ordinance 1979 was invoked. Article 270A
of the Constitution provides protection to all
laws enacted between 1977 and 1985 and
hence, Article 2A could not derail the validity
of interest in this case. Judge Rahman had no
option but to allow the interest claim by the
plaintiff, hence on the outset, an inconsistent
judgment was taking place on the same day
over two similar cases by the same Judge.
Pakistan’s transformation of the financial landscape was a phased process that was planned
and strategically carried out. In July 1979,
the government instructed local commercial
banks to give interest-free loans to farmers
for agriculture finance. By January 1981, the
government instructed these banks to have
interest-free and profit and loss sharing (PLS)
product counters, Islamic accounts and segregated funding in parallel with the conventional
business i.e. Islamic Window. By June 1984,
the government announced that Pakistan
would have an interest-free financial system
dateline by end June 1985. By July onwards
there would be no interest bearing deposits
except foreign currency deposits that carried
fixed interest rates. All bank assets would
have been converted to non-interest based
finance except then existing foreign currency
loans which were already governed by their
contract terms. All returns on accounts would
be profit and loss sharing basis other than
current accounts that were with no returns.
The mark up techniques allowed in the private
sector was however abolished after a high
number of complaints of mark up upon mark

up on default. Other financing modes found
their creative ways towards business, such as
interest-free loan plus service charge, qard,
purchase of trade bills plus mark up/down,
BBA of moveable property, leasing, hire purchase, property development financing plus
development charge, musharakah, equity participation, purchase of participation term certificates & Maharaja certificates, rent-sharing
house financing and the like.
In 1981, the government enacted Mudaraba
Companies and Mudaraba (Floatation and
Control) Ordinance 1981 to govern Mudaraba
companies and the business, protect Mudaraba depositors and Mudaraba Certificate holders. Also, interest-bearing Long Term Debt and
Common Shares converted to equity-based
Musharakah Participation Term Certificates
traded by banks, corporations and individuals
became new products that had emerged during this period. In 1984, the Banking Tribunal
Ordinance 1984 was enacted as the government felt that the existing legal framework
was insufficient to protect banks against undue delays and defaults. Increasingly, the territory judge took lengthy time to resolve cases
and it had to be imposed that cases were resolved within 90 days of complaint filing with
the verdict being available for appeal to the
High Court within 30 days thereafter.
In 1992, the Supreme Court ruled that Article
2A could not be used as a self triggering device to declare a particular law or issue un-Islamic. In the meanwhile, in preparation for the
end of the Federal Shariah Court’s moratorium
due in May 1990, the government embarked
on the development of the Islamic banking
industry. Section 26A of the Banking Companies Ordinance 1962 was amended in 1981 to
allow profit and loss sharing deposits. There
was also a comprehensive change in the liabilities’ side, savings account and time deposits
no longer earn fixed returns. Banks declared
profits every six months on operating results
according to a specific methodology. The Mudaraba Ordinance 1980 was also effective in
allowing corporations to mobilize public funds
to invest in mudaraba certificates, the Participation Term Certificate (PTC) and musharakah
investments. Five years later, the State Bank
of Pakistan declared that banks had to invest
or finance transactions only in the twelve underlying Shariah contracts, namely, Shariah
trade related mark up sales, hire purchase,
leasing, and musharakah and mudaraba investments. The active period of policy making
and hurried transformation exercises by the
government then after suffered a slowdown
as the industry was not being effectively regulated and supervised for compliance. Having
realized that the 3 year timeframe for full conversion into an interest-free economy was too
ambitious and impractical, the government reversed gear in August 1985 by allowing banks
to invest their PLS deposits in interest-bearing
government securities! Dr Muhammad Imran Usmani in an interview mentioned that
the stall in the later half of the 1980s was the
government’s move to provide a consolidation
period as there were a number of cases that
had sprouted all over the country pertaining
to interest related awards which the government had to have resolved before moving
on with the next phase of development. By

this time, the only interest element in the financial system was mainly transactions that
were in foreign currency. Whilst the government could dictate to the local banks to restructure and convert their transactions to riba
free structures, the same could not be done
with the foreign bank’s foreign currency business or the local banks’ overseas branches.
At this time also, the global recession had arrived in Asia. However, it seemed likely that
the recession may have influenced the government in returning to conventional banking
in order to quickly maneuver the country out
of the economic slowdown the way it knew
how. Post 1985, no policy announcements on
interest-free government transactions took
place, in fact the government’s interest-based
borrowings remained high as international
intergovernmental debt was still debt, and
interest based, rather than on profit and loss
sharing basis.
The government’s apparent nervousness
may be seen in the amendment made to the
Partnership Act 1932. The Act was amended
to include Section 6A which barred the application of the Act to banks operating the PLS
Schemes, hence, the banks would not be exposed to the full impact of unlimited partnership with their clients. The government should
have been a major participant of Islamic finance instead of just directing market players.
At this critical point, the government recognized that it was difficult for foreign financial
transactions to be interest free and advised
reduction on dependency of interest-bearing
foreign loans. The lack of proper accounting
techniques and tendency to hide profits by
businesses may also have been a hindrance
to a full-blown riba free financial system.
The sudden cold feet may be attributed to the
following factors:
Firstly, there was no institutional mechanism
for continuous monitoring of Shariah compliance in the financial institutions’ operations.
This lead to the creeping in of non-Shariah
compliant elements when no one was looking. For example, a company’s loss in any accounting year in Musharakah contracts, first
adjusted against its current reserves was actually inconsistent with Shariah principles but
practiced on the quiet. Additionally, the SBP
came up with a guidance on the minimum
and maximum returns in Participating Term
Certificates (PTC) and Mudaraba Certificates,
this was clearly not Shariah compliant as profit
and loss may not be known upfront in Islamic
transactions. The guideline was responsible in
transforming PTC to TFC which was based on
a fixed mark up. This was indeed a step back
on PLS financing modes. The industry took a
turn as financial lease became more favorable
by both banks and customers compared to
operating lease; increasingly the development
financial institutions started to once again use
savings schemes with returns that were similar to interest based as there was no agency
to govern such schemes.
Secondly, there was no legislative framework
to govern the standardization of PTC features
for Shariah compliance. Soon, the issued PTC
lost compliance with Council of Islamic Ideology Report’s broad outlines. For example,
provisions were made for pre-payment at a

discounted rate before project completion
with a profit stipulation on remaining PTC outstanding. The stipulated discount rate for prepayment may be seen as a backdoor to riba
for early payment.
Thirdly, there was also no legislative framework for other non-Bank financial institutions
such as Insurance and Stock Exchange Brokers who were also participants in the PTC
market.
Lastly, among the twelve SBP financing
methods, mark up financing was the most
popular as it required the least modification to
old lending procedures. There were basically
two types of Certificates issued :
i) Murabaha with mark up as profit and deferred payment at one lump sum settlement
or with installment payments;
ii) Bai Bithaman Ajil or Bai Muajjal, which was
the sale of the same goods with mark up
between 2 parties, payment was deferred at
one lump sum or in installments. This methodology was highly criticized by the Federal
Shariah Court as haram.
Regulatory Supervision
Malaysia has been fortunate in having had a
wealth of history on legislative frameworks,
master plans and strategic frameworks since
the introduction of the NEP in 1971 had
trained many of our bureaucrats and technocrats to produce excellent and practical
administrative papers. The country has also
been fortunate to have the vision and determination of Tun Mahathir Mohammad as the
leader of the country for Malaysia’s important
decades. The grandest of the master plan, Vision 2020, had provided the backdrop against
which the progress and future of the country
had been charted and measured. Through his
leadership and vision and commitment to Islam, Islamic finance was given the limelight in
Malaysia and regionally with the Financial Markets Master Plan, the 10 Year Islamic Finance
Master Plan, the Capital Markets Master Plan
and the current MIFC Initiative. In Malaysia,
what started out modestly to meet the sociological requirements of the poorer pilgrims
has turned out to be big business in the 21st
century. Although both countries’ regulatory,
legislative and judicial history stemmed from
the Commonwealth, the catalysts, path and
development of each has differed.
In Pakistan, the strong spiritual commitment
to assert Muslim life and deliver Islamic ideals
to its Muslim population was the key impetus
in the growth of Islamic finance. In Pakistan,
the catalyst was its spiritually inclined leadership and as with such cases, the growth
would depend very much on the continuation
of the leadership. Hence, one may witness
sporadic growths in the area compared to the
steady growth experienced in Malaysia.
The Second Wave

The notion that economic advancement requires a backdrop of a mature legal framework has now emerged as among the first
principles of development planning. The second wave to revive Islamic banking in Pakistan
took off in 1999 with the delivery
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of the famous judgment on riba. This time,
the government was more strategic and surefooted compared to the passionate ambition
and hurriedness of the 1980s. This time, the
Federal Shariah Court scrutinized all the various legislations in Pakistan, leaving very little
stones unturned.
Conflict of Laws

In the process of converting the entire country into interest-free banking, the authorities
were careful to also take a stand on all the legislations in Pakistan which was a commendable gigantic task to undertake. Malaysia on
the other hand left the other regulations to
find their own development with time, hence
our current state of confusion and conflicts
in various Malaysian laws. Below are some
examples of the regulations that have been
amended to suit Shariah transactions in dispute or under litigation or altogether repealed
due to its redundancy in Shariah in Pakistan:
• The Interest Act, 1839
The first law that was declared as repugnant
to Shariah was The Interest Act. Enacted in
1839 during the colonial rule, this Act conferred power to the Court to allow interest to
the creditor on all debts and sums payable as
recovered by the Court. This Act was recommended to be repealed by the Federal Shariah
Court.

rate of six per centum per annum from the
date of the note, or, in the case of a bill, from
the date on which the amount becomes payable, until tender or realization of the amount
due thereon, or until the date of the institution
of a suit to recover such amount :
Provided that in the case of an amount due
on an instrument where the return is on basis
other than interest, the return on the amount
due, when no rate of return is specified in the
instrument, shall be calculated at the following rate :
i) in the case of return on the basis of mark-up
in price, lease, hire-purchase or service charges, at the contracted rate of mark-up, rental,
hire or service charges, as the case may be;
and
ii) in the case of return on the basis of participation in profits and loss, at such rate as the
court may consider just and reasonable in the
circumstances of the case, keeping in view
the profit-sharing agreement entered into
between the banking company and the judgment-debtor when the loan was contracted.
(c) notwithstanding the provisions of clauses
(a) and (b), return on an amount due on an instrument where the return is on basis other
than interest shall be allowed from the date it
becomes due till the date it is actually paid”.

(a) when interest or return in any other form
at a specified rate is expressly made payable
on a promissory note or bill of exchange and
no date is fixed from which interest or return
in any other form shall be calculated at the
rate specified, on the amount of the principal money due thereon, from the date of the
note, or, in the case of a bill, from the date
on which the amount becomes payable, until
tender or realization of such amount, or until
the date of the institution of a suit to recover
such amount,

The Shariah Court had ordered the the provision of “interest or return in any other form”
in subsections (a) and (b) be deleted and that
any return on a promissory note or bill of exchange as contemplated in subsections (a)
and (b) shall constitute riba and would be unlawful in Shariah. However, the Shariah Court
did not fully analyze the provisions in clause (i)
whereby different methods of calculating a return on a promissory note or bill of exchange
are provided to cover products based on markup, leasing, hire purchase or service charge.
Given that mark-up was held as not permissible by the Federal Shariah Court other than
through limited usage in Bai Muajjal, the term
itself was deleted, but retaining the same provisos for leasing, hire purchase and service
charge. This was in no way Shariah compliant
at all as the purpose of clause (i) was to enable the Court to provide a certain amount of
return to the holder of the promissory note
or bill of exchange from maturity till the payment, in cases where the issuer could not pay
on maturity date. This form of return is clearly
non-Shariah compliant regardless of what the
underlying contract is, leasing, hire purchase,
mark-up sale or service charge. Whilst we recognize the SBP’s earnesty in Islamic banking
conversion, it has to be noted that the above
Negotiable Instruments Act was meant for
interest-based debt and cannot be properly
utilized for the four Islamic contracts which
each has its own characteristics. The Al Quran
expressly stipulated in Surah al Baqarah 280
that:
“And if the debtor is poor, he must
be given respite till he is better off…”

(b) when a promissory note or bill of exchange
is silent as regards interest or does not specify the rate of interest, interest on the amount
of the principal money due thereon shall,
notwithstanding any collateral agreement relating to interest between any parties to the
instrument, be allowed and calculated at the

Hence, once a contract is concluded but the
person fails to pay, he is not to be charged
more due to delay in payment. Should the purchaser is able to pay but fails or delays his payment, he is to be punished by the Almighty,
not in the form of providing a surplus ‘return’
to the seller. Hence, the six percent per an-

• The Government Savings Bank Act, 1873
Section 10 of the Act states that “Any deposit
made by, or on behalf of, any minor may be
paid to him personally if he had made the
deposit, or to his guardian for his use if the
deposit was made by any person other than
the minor, together with the interest accrued
thereon.” The above provides for the nomination and payment of deposit on the death
of the depositor whereby payment shall be
made in full with any interests due. As the
Shariah Court did not look into the elements
of the accrued interest, it was recommended
that the term “interest” be substituted by
“Shariah compliant return”.
• Negotiable Instruments Act, 1881
The first recommendation under this Act was
Section 79, which states that, “Subject to the
provisions of any law for the time being in
force relating to debtors …
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num as stipulated in the Act goes against Shariah no matter what the underlying transaction
is. Similarly, under hire or leasing, the lessee
cannot be charged a surplus ‘return’ for failing
to settle the last rental payment or not returning the asset back to the lessor. The lessor
on the other hand may charge the ongoing
agreed rental payment on a pro-rated basis till
the lessee returns the asset, being rental payment for having the usufruct, but in no way
can it apply the 6% p.a. as prescribed in the
Act. Similarly, for the hire purchase, the lessor
cum seller may only charge the normal rental
until the client returns the asset upon maturity
and opts to buy the asset at the agreed price,
he cannot charge the six percent per annum
applied by Shariah standards. Its applicability to service charge is also non-existent as
by Shariah standards, the service charge for
any services rendered between the parties
or for documentation or facility extended by
the bank has been contracted upfront and is
based on actual expenses incurred. Therefore,
Section 79 clause (i) is completely repugnant
of Shariah principles and has no applicability
for Islamic finance.
Another mishap is Clause (ii), a feeble attempt
at addressing the requirements of Islamic
banking transactions, made references to the
“return on the basis of participation in profits
and loss … keeping in view the profit-sharing
agreement entered into between the banking company and the judgment-debtor when
the loan was contracted”. It is obvious that
the drafter of this clause has no knowledge
of Islamic finance as evidenced by the appalling error of having “profit and loss participation” in the same breadth as “debtor” and
“loan…contracted” as first and foremost, a
profit and loss participation transaction is not
a loan. Secondly, once the mudharabah or
musharakah transaction has matured, each
party is provided his share of the profit or loss,
there shall be no surplus return to be had from
any parties. Clearly, a mudharabah or a musharakah transaction has no need for a promissory note nor a bill of exchange to evidence
the partner’s equities as such transactions are
governed by the contracts agreed between
the venture partners.
Needless to say, Clause (c) which allows for
a surplus return on delayed payment till full
settlement date is totally Shariah adverse! As
such, the entire Section 79 of the Negotiable
Instruments Act is not applicable to Shariah
transactions.
Similarly, Sections 80, 114 and 117 provide
for interest claims and have been declared as
repugnant to Shariah. Section 114 provides
a right to the holder of a bill of exchange to
payment in full plus all interests due from the
debtor whilst Section 117 provides the same
right to an endorser of a bill of exchange for
interest up to six percent per annum.
• Land Acquisition Act, 1894
Section 28 of the above Act provides that the
Collector may be directed to apply interest on
excess compensation. If the sum which, in
the opinion of the court, the collector ought to
have awarded as compensation is in excess
of the sum which the collector did award as
compensation, the court may direct the Col-

lector to pay interest on such excess at the
rate of 6% p.a. from the date on which he
took possession of the land to the date the
excess is paid to the court. The objective is
to compensate the land owner for the loss
of use of his land whilst awaiting for the payment by the purchaser. However, the rental
should be that of market value rather than
the stipulated 6% p.a. The Balochistan Act 13
(1958) provides an additional 15% p.a. from
the date of notification of compulsory acquisition to the price payment settlement date as
compensation for the compulsory acquisition
of Balochistan land, it is interesting to note
that the 15% p.a. has not been regarded as
riba, the defense is that it is provided due to
the nature of the acquisition and not due to
any payment delay.
Section 32 provides for the management of
the funds in cases where the land acquisition
could not be materialized. This section provides that the funds “be invested in the purchase of other lands to be held under the like
title and conditions of ownership as the land in
respect of which such money shall have been
deposited was held” or in “such government
or other approved securities as the court shall
think fit”. This is highly controversial as according to Shariah principles, the asset has to be a
particular, specific and identified land and cannot be willy-nilly replaced by another parcel,
and most certainly the funds cannot be used
to invest in treasury bills and securities instead as per the court’s decision if no replacement land is found. The proceeds are then
to be provided to the rightful owner i.e. the
seller of the original land, this is not acceptable as the owner has a right not to be given
an alternative payment especially one that is
derived out of interest bearing instruments. It
would be the court’s responsibility to ensure
that the investments are in non-interest bearing and Shariah compliant instruments. Would
the court have this daily monitoring capability? Such replacement and somewhat adhoc
terms do not constitute a proper Islamic offer
and acceptance by the seller and the buyer as
it is decided by the court instead. If the acquisition cannot be materialized for whatever
reason, the sale should just be cancelled and
the fund and the asset returned to their rightful owners.
Section 34 provides the payment of compounded interest of 8% p.a. from possession
date till payment date for transactions involving compulsory land acquisition whereby the
government had not made payment upon taking delivery of the said land. If the government
feels compelled to pay rental to compensate
having already taken possession of the land,
rental at market value should be paid rather
than the stipulated 8% p.a. There is no basis
whatsoever for calculating 6% p.a. or 8% p.a.
on such transactions. Therefore, Sections 28,
32 and 34 are all in violation of Shariah principles. Three cases appeared before the courts
of Allahabad, Madras and Patna relating to the
above sections :
i) Behari Lal Bhargava v Commissioner of Income Tax [1941] Allahabad 135, the court had
held that interest was a convenient method
of measuring the compensation for the damages;
ii) Bihar and Orissa v Rani Prayag Kumari Debi

[1939] Patna 662, it was held that the interest received was not income but an amount
of damages received on account of property
retention;
iii) Qazlibash Waqf and Other v Chief Land
Commissioner, Punjab Lahore and Others
[1990] PLD SC 99, the court held that payment had to be made before, or simultaneously with taking over the possession of the
land purchased or within a reasonable time
after possession, such payment shall not be
termed as delayed payment.
Having analyzed the above cases, the Federal
Shariah Court ruled the compensations under
Sections 28 and 34 as riba as the Sections are
repugnant to Shariah principles. Additionally,
the methodology embedded in those articles
does not allow a fair market value for land acquisition to be provided to the land owners,
and this itself is also in violation of the Shariah.
• Code of Civil Procedure, 1908
The term ‘interest’ appears in Section 34.
Section 34 empowers the court to impose
interest over a payment in a suit, at a rate it
considers fair and reasonable. The court may
also impose any other form of interest, over
and above that of the principal insofar as it
considers the case to be reasonable, this may
be from the date of the suit onwards till full
settlement or an earlier date which the court,
again, finds reasonable. So what would the
court constitute as reasonable? It seems like
the court is being given a field day to charge
interest however it pleases as long as it considers it reasonable!
Section 34-A empowers the court to impose
interest on the plaintiff in cases where the
court is of the opinion that the plaintiff had
brought a case in order to avoid paying public
dues, such interest is imposed at 2% above
the conventional bank’s interest rate! Subsection 2 of this article provides the court with
an initiative to return an interest of the same
quantum back to the plaintiff if it is of the opinion that the amount of public dues recovered
from the plaintiff was unreasonable!
Section 34-B contains provisos for banks’ loan
recoveries on dues owed to it by customers.
The article authorizes the court to impose either a contracted rate or a 2% interest charge
over and above the bank’s rate, whichever is
higher, as interest due on the loan recovered
amount. Clause (b) provides that for loans
provided based on mark-up, lease, hire purchase and service charge, interest or return
can still be imposed at the contracted rate or
the latest interbank rate for the relevant loans,
whichever is higher! This is not only repugnant
in Islam; it is also rather exorbitant by conventional arguments as well.
To add further insult to injury, Clause (c) provides that in cases of the recoveries of profit
and loss sharing participation transactions, the
court may impose on the defaulter, a return of
not less than the bank’s average annual profit
of the last preceding 6 months paid out on
term deposits over and above the recovered
amount. This is truly non-Shariah compliant as
a profit and loss transaction is not a loan and
as such any losses or profits would have had

to be shared on the agreed profit ratios. The
abovementioned articles are of course repugnant to the injunctions of Islam.
Aside from the above, Rule 80(3) of the Order
xxi of the Code provides that “until the transfer of such negotiable instrument or share (is
completed), the Court may, by order, appoint
some persons to receive any interest or in
dividend due thereupon and to sign a receipt
of the same…”. Who would the court appoint? What basis would the appointee has to
be a recipient of the interest amount? Would
the court appoint a charitable organization as
a recipient? It is not surprising that the Federal Shariah Court declared the above Code in
violation of Shariah principles. Aside from the
above, Section 2(12), Section 35(3), Section
144(1), Order xxi Rule 11(2) g, Rule 38, Rule 79
(3), Rule 93, Order xxxiv Rule 2(1) (a) (i), (iii), (c)
(i) and (ii), Rule 2(2), Rule 4, Rule 7(1) (a) I and
iii and (c) I and ii, Rule 7(2), Order xxiv Rule ii,
Rule 13(1), Order xxxvii Rule 2 and Order xxxix Rule 9 relating to interest, its computation
and management have had the term ‘interest’
substituted with appropriate terminology to
encompass Shariah compliant returns.
• The Insurance Act, 1938
The above Act was also declared repugnant
to Islamic principles as the very concept of
insurance itself was abominable to Shariah.
Hence, groundwork was later set to look at
Takaful as an area of equivalent offering.
• Agricultural Development Bank Rules,
1961
The Federal Shariah Court identified Rule 17
and its sub-sections (1), (2) and (3) pertaining
to agricultural loans and the resultant interest
charge as requiring suitable Shariah compliant
amendments. The change can be affectively
amended with the practice of Salam financing
instead of conventional agricultural loans.
• State Bank of Pakistan Act, 1956
Section 22(1) of the SBP Act pertaining to investments in interest based instruments such
as Debentures, Bonds and Treasury Bills had
been declared repugnant to Islamic principles,
the Federal Shariah Court recommended the
change in investment instruments that were
compatible to Shariah.
• Banking Companies Ordinance, 1962
Section 25(2) was declared repugnant to the
injunctions of Islam in relation to its interbank
money market operations involving interest
and mark up pricing directions. The Federal
Shariah Court had also instructed the deletion
of the terms interest and mark up in relation
to cash advances. Section 9 stipulates that
“Except as authorized under Section 7, no
banking company shall directly or indirectly
deal in the buying or selling or bartering of
goods or engage in any trade or buy, see or
barter goods for others, otherwise than in
connection with bills of exchange received for
collection or negotiation.” Given that the Ordinance expressly prohibits banks from trading, commodity trading with mark-up is not
the subject matter here under the umbrella
of mark up transactions. Mark up transactions
meant in Section 25(2) would be mark up advances, overdrafts and loans. This wouldmake
the mark up transactions repugnant
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to Islam, hence it was imperative that Section
9 of the Banking Ordinance be repealed to
allow murabaha transactions, such as commodity murabaha for money market operations, rather than to ban mark up altogether.
Section 9 needed to be replaced with a clause
covering the governance of Shariah compliant
modes of interbank financing.
• Banking Companies Rules, 1963
The Shariah repugnance is largely in Rule 9
of the above which deals with interest on deposits. Sections 2 and 3 specifically provided
for the SBP or banks to credit the interest
obtained from deposits, foreign approved
securities and local currency securities into
interbank accounts held with SBP. The counterparties may also opt to transfer the interest
earned on existing transactions to the Baitul
Mal, however, no interests are allowed to be
credited into the accounts for future transactions. The Federal Shariah Court recommended the replacement of Rule 9 with a new rule
covering Shariah compliant instruments and
returns. Rule 9 ceased to have effect from
June 30, 2001.
• The Banks (Nationalization) Payment of
Compensation Rules, 1974
Similarly, the interest element here is also
interest earned on shares and deposits, the
Federal Shariah Court had also directed that
the Act be replaced with new rules to allow
only Shariah compliant instruments.
(... to be continued in the next issue)

Mr. Ismail Ramadan,
Former Head of IT at Gulf
African Bank-Kenya

Path Solutions has been awarded the implementation project to be executed at Gulf African Bank
Ltd. - Kenya’s first fully Sharia-compliant bank in
2007. The requirements covered a series of key
banking services and products, mainly Islamic
Core Banking, Islamic Profit Calculation, SADS
and SWIFT as well as technical services associated with Sharia-compliant Treasury and Investment management to enable the bank to meet
the growing challenges of competition in the
African financial market.
• When did your bank start looking for a new
system?
We started looking for a new system sometime
in 2006.
• Who participated in the selection process? Did
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you use the services of external consultants?
Selection was done by some of the would-be
shareholders at GAB who are based in the
Middle East.
• What were the criteria and the main requirements for choosing the system?
Feedback from Users of iMAL in the Islamic
banking business, among other criteria, has
played a major role. System compliance with
the Islamic banking rules was the main requirement.
• Did you consider foreign systems or domestic
only?
Only foreign systems were considered as local
vendors have no experience in the provision and
implementation of Islamic software.
• Why did you choose iMAL from Path Solutions?
Because the product had the best reputation in
the Islamic banking marketplace.
• When did GAB sign the contract with Path
Solutions? When did the implementation
begin?
The contact was signed in June 2007 and
arrangements for the project implementation
started immediately.
• How was the implementation process
divided?
The implementation process was divided into:
- Hardware & Software Environment Preparation for iMAL training and operation
- Identification and recruitment of staff for
iMAL Computer Centre and User training and
operation
- Installation of iMAL for training
- Concurrent training of iMAL Computer Centre
and Users
- Parameterisation of iMAL for GAB
- Acceptance and Operational Testing Preparations for iMAL Live operation.
• How long did every stage last and what did it
consist of?
Length of stage & composition:
- Environment Preparations – one month after
hardware installation (by GAB & Suppliers)
- Staff Recruitment – about two months before
iMAL installation (by GAB)
- iMAL Installation – about two weeks (Path
Solutions & GAB)
- Training – about two months after iMAL installation (Path Solutions & GAB)
- Parameterisation – about two months after
iMAL training
- Preparations for iMAL Go Live – about a
month (Path Solutions & GAB).
• Who participated in the implementation
process?
GAB, Path Solutions and OpenView (IBM
agent).
• What were the responsibilities of all teams?
Those involved & responsibilities:
- GAB – Providing Environment & Resources
- Path Solutions – Delivering iMAL Expertise &
Support
- Third Parties – Hardware Maintenance &
Support.
• Did you test the system during the implementation?
Yes, the system was fully tested and accepted
before going Live.

• How was the User Acceptance Test devised?
UAT was devised in the course of implementation.
• What hardware/platform/DBMS is the system
based on?
The system is based on IBM/ORACLE platform.
• What internal/external applications were the
system interfaced to/integrated with?
The system was interfaced with a Clearing,
ATM, and SWIFT applications.
• Is the new system centralised?
Yes.
• How many branches of the bank are operating
the system?
At the time I left, five branches were Live with a
number of Service Centres.
• Was the system localised/adapted according
to GAB’s requirements? What were the requirements and the changes?
Yes, the system was localised according to
GAB’s requirements for Clearing and ATMs.
• Which modules were implemented?
All modules as per the contract with Path Solutions.
• Does GAB plan to expand the module range?
Will it continue to collaborate with Path Solutions?
At the time I left GAB, there were indications
that more iMAL modules would be considered.
• When did the system go Live? Was the project complete on time and on budget?
The system went Live right before the beginning of year 2008. The project was completed
on time and budget.
• Was it hard to train the staff to use the new
system?
It was challenging as Islamic banking was new
in Kenya.
• What kind of problems did you face in the
course of the project?
Combining knowledge of Islamic banking and
iMAL during parameterisation project.
• Looking back, what would you have done
differently?
Identification and training of staff on iMAL.
• What advice can you give to other banks
embarking on a new core system project?
To have a detailed Project Plan, appropriate
(technically and business-wise) Users, and clear
UAT and OAT criteria.
• Was the project successful?
Yes with no doubt.
• Do you think that the new system is a good
value for money, time and efforts?
Sure if exploited fully.
• Are you happy with the work and the results?
Yes, particularly with the teamwork demonstrated.
• Is there anything else that you would like to
add about the project?
Working for GAB to implement iMAL solution
along with Path Solutions’ team was a very
rich and rewarding experience. I look forward
to living the experience again whenever and
wherever possible.

Path Solutions’ first visit
to Malta

October 20, 2009 – The Malta Institute of Management has organized an international event
under the title “Islamic Finance in a European
Financial Services Framework”. It started on
12 October followed by a series of workshops
leading up to October 16. The whole program
was sponsored by Path Solutions as a major
contributor among others. As customary, Path
is keen to always support and demonstrate its
expertise and business know-how in the Islamic finance industry and contribute to the growth
of the sector. This event was held in Malta specifically to highlight Malta’s potential as a centre
for Islamic finance in Europe.

Path Solutions participated
in Dubai WRIBC
October 17, 2009 – While the Islamic finance
sector continues to grow at a phenomenal
pace, there is increasing pressure on financial
institutions to cope with competitive pressures
and deliver on market expectations. The theme
for Dubai 2009 World Retail Islamic Banking
Conference addressed these challenges of
driving growth against a backdrop of an increasingly competitive market.
On October 12-14, Path Solutions exhibited its
latest banking technology products at Dubai
most attended learning platform where Islamic
banking experts and practitioners discussed
challenges facing the industry despite the first
encouraging signs of economic recovery.

Path Solutions exhibiting at
the Islamic Finance Summit
in Paris
October 13, 2009 – Path Solutions has participated in the 3rd Edition of the Islamic Finance Summit organized by The Economist on
October 7, at the Cercle de l’Union Interalliée

in Paris. The Summit brought together leading
Islamic bankers and scholars to analyze the industry’s growth potential, its response to the
global slowdown and advise on the key opportunities.
French Minister of Economy, Ms. Christine
Lagarde mentioned in her speech that France
has made strides on creating the right kind of
legal framework to draw Sharia-compliant financing but more such work is needed.

Path Solutions’ delegates
to attend Paris Euromoney’s
Conference

October 2, 2009 – Representatives of Path Solutions, the Bronze Sponsor of the event, Rosie
Kmeid and Fadi Gedeon were to attend the Islamic Finance Paris Conference held on 29 & 30
September at Hotel Le Bristol, Paris.
Also present at the conference were Christine
Lagarde, France’s Minister of Economy and Finance, Christian Noyer, Governor of the Banque
de France, and Edith Cresson, Former French
Minister who spoke about their vision to establish a business environment to promote Islamic
financial services and debated the real benefits
Islamic finance will bring to France’s economy.

Path supports the 1st
Islamic Finance Forum
in Hong Kong
August 22, 2009 – Path Solutions was the Exclusive Sponsor of the Islamic Finance Forum
that took place on 19 - 20 August in Wanchai.
Hong Kong Islamic Finance Forum tackled several issues among them, the regulatory framework and tax legislation for Islamic financial
markets and tax treatment for Islamic finance
products, the legal status of Sukuk and the way
to establish Hong Kong as an Islamic finance
capital to open a new gateway between the
Middle East and Greater China.

For the 3rd consecutive
year, Path Solutions
assumes full sponsorship
of IIBI Workshop
August 20, 2009 – Both, Fadi Yazbeck, Senior
Manager and Elie Gemayel, Executive Manager
at Path Solutions attended the IIBI Three-day
Residential Workshop on “Structuring Innovative Islamic Financial Products” at Clare College, University of Cambridge.
The immediate objective of this workshop was
to fill the human resource skill gap in the Islamic financial services industry and enhance
the competency of personnel serving in this
sector.
Through an understanding of concepts and
practical experiences, attendees were given
the opportunity to apply the knowledge acquired to financial situations they are likely to
meet at work dealing with clients seeking Sharia-compliant products and services.

Jakarta’s Seminar on
Islamic IT organized by
Path Solutions

July 28, 2009 – Path Solutions arranged in Jakarta, Indonesia a successful one-day Seminar
on Islamic banking technologies.
At the seminar, Path Solutions emphasized its
latest software products demonstrating the
company’s expertise and leading position in
South East Asia’s Islamic banking field.
The event, which was co-organized by ICDIFLPPI, was attended by top bankers from Jakarta
and the region where they had the opportunity
to exchange ideas on further developing the Islamic banking industry.

TRAININGS

Training for Royal Bank of to successful candidates.
Annual Refresher Training Scotland-Pakistan
KCB Bahrain Team com15th to 19th June, a refresher trainfor United Bank Limited- From
ing was given to the staff of RBS at RBS plete TFA Training Program
Training Center in Karachi.
Pakistan
Accounting, IIS and PCS courses were IT staff of Khaleeji Commercial Bank in
On October 16 and for 6 consecutive
days, Path Solutions’ Pakistan office hosted a refresher training to UBL team, that
covered IIS and PCS, SADS, CSM, CSM
Admin, Accounting, PROC and RDS. The
training provided an opportunity for UBL
staff to practice and update their skills on
the said banking modules.
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covered by Farhan Zafar – Path’s Business
Consultant; SADS, CSM and CSM Admin
modules were covered by Muhammad
Ibrahim Shaikh – Business Consultant;
PROC, RDS and IMEN courses were given by Shahzad Zaveri - Senior Consultant
at Path Solutions. At the completion of
the training, certificates were distributed

Bahrain have completed the TFA module training program conducted by Maha
Maanna and Natarajan Krishnamurthy
from September 1st to 11th . The training
covered Inward Letter of Credit, Outward
Letter of Credit, Inward Bills, Outward
Bills, Guarantees and other related banking operations.

CORPORATE ACADEMY NEWS

Islamic Accounting
and Financial Concepts
Seminar

The seminar took place on the 9th,
10th and 11th of September at Path Solutions’ Beirut R&D. Given by Joseph
Moghabghab, our VP Corporate Academy who has over 25 years of extensive
experience in training, the attendees
had the opportunity to reinforce their
awareness of the fundamental Islamic
instruments and concepts and were
introduced to the latest banking practices. This seminar also emphasized on
AAOIFI concepts associated to CIPA
(Certified Islamic Public Accountant)
exam -required by those looking for the
advanced knowledge and skills in their
career in Islamic Accounting.

Consultancy
Behavioral Skills
The Consultancy Behavioral Skills seminar is divided into 2 major parts focusing
on Negotiation Skills and Communica-

tion Skills. In both parts, attendees face
diverse real case scenarios that might
occur on clients’ sites and in which they
have to prove their promptitude and high
quality service.
To be prepared to such situations, the
Corporate Academy has given training on
August 25, 26 and 27 at Path Solutions
Kuwait office where our staff had to benefit from each other on site experience.
Our VP Corporate Academy, once again,
emphasized the importance of having a
professional relationship with all banking
clients.

PCS Advanced
Training

Some eighteen employees from our different
departments were present to benefit from
the advanced iMAL*ProfitCalculationSystem training organized by the Corporate

Academy.
Lectured by Joseph Saade, Subject Matter Expert - Profit Calculation, the training started on the 4th of August and continued till the 26th of it. It was oriented
towards improving the analytic skills and
knowledge of the employees in the Profit
Calculation concepts. It included intermediate, advanced exams and hands on
creation designed to put theory into practice.

Training for Al
Baraka Sudan staff

August 8, 2009 – A one month crash
course (July – August 2009) on the different iMAL modules was arranged by Path
Solutions’ Corporate Academy for Al Baraka Sudan employees.
Path Solutions’ trainers generated a suitable and beneficial learning environment
where following each session a simulation exercise was held to accentuate
the smallest details and make sure that
future iMAL operations will be handled
smoothly.
The training took place at Valley Green
Residence.

Eidul Fitri Open House
October 14, 2009 - In conjunction with Eidul Fitri Celebration, Path Solutions along
with its service provider company - Path
Services, have hosted the 2nd Eidul Fitri
Open House with the local clients, partners and associates at The Westin Hotel
Kuala Lumpur. This annual event was attended by more than 100 guests from
various organizations. Our President, Mr.
Naji Moukadam was also present during
this exciting gathering.

Two grand days’
outing for Al Baraka
Sudan team
On Sunday 9 August, Al Baraka Sudan
team went to enjoy the beautiful weather
during a tour around Mount Lebanon Governorate. The day started with an early
visit to Beiteddine Palace, Lebanon’s best
example of early 19th century Lebanese
architecture built over a thirty year period
by Emir Bechir El Chehab II, then to Al
Shouf Cedar Nature Reserve that stretches

from Dahr Al Baidar in the north to Niha
Mountain in the south followed by a luncheon at Shallalat El Chouf restaurant.
The team also had a great weekend the
night before their departure back home.
They went right after the training course
on Sunday 16 August to Beirut Downtown
District where they had a long walk, inspected the old Roman Ruins and Public
Bath and headed for the plenty of shops
that offer Phoenician souvenirs and artwork to remember their trip. At night, accompanied by our team Rim Richani and
Nabil Abboud, they were invited to dine at
the Lebanese trendy Karam Restaurant.
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ISLAMIC BANKING COURSES

3rd International Conference
& Exhibition on Islamic
Banking and Takaful
Retail Banking
Africa Conference
3rd Fiqh Conference of
Islamic Financial Institutions

KLIIF 2009

Islamic Finance & Large-

2 November

Islamabad

Al Huda CIBE

Exhibitor

2-3 November

Cairo

Jacob Fleming

Supporting Sponsor

2-4 November

Kuwait

2-5 November

Kuala Lumpur

Shura For Sharia
Consultation

Cert

Silver Sponsor

Exhibitor

3-4 November

Doha

Mega Events

Silver Sponsor

Islamic Finance RoadShow

5 November

Karachi

RedMoney

Exhibitor

2nd Islamic Finance Forum

10 November

Algeria

Isla-Invest

Silver Sponsor

7-8 December

Bahrain

Mega Events

Silver Sponsor

9 December

Paris

Groupe Les Echos

Exhibitor

9-11 December

Bali

aecs-kuwait

Bronze Sponsor

Scale Infrastructure Projects

16th Annual World Islamic
Banking Conference

Chartered Institute of
Management Accountants
The CIMA Certificate in Islamic Finance is a
distance learning qualification designed to
give a comprehensive understanding of all areas of Islamic finance.
The qualification has been designed for use in
business. It covers real world examples and
information that is relevant to people working
in Islamic finance or dealing with Islamic clients and projects.
The CIMA Certificate in Islamic Finance is
now being studied in 43 countries. It is a selfstudy and flexible qualification covering four
modules:
• Islamic Commercial Law

3ème Forum Français de
la Finance Islamique
Islamic Finance
Reality and Outlook
Islamic Business &
Finance Awards 2009
World Bank Annual
Conference on Islamic
Banking and Finance

• Islamic Banking and Takaful - Products and
Services
• Islamic Capital Markets and Instruments

14 December

Dubai

CPI Financial

Award Dinner Ceremony

• Accounting for Islamic Financial Institutions.

14-15 December

Bahrain

AAOIFI

Silver Sponsor

For more info, please email CERT at cert.if@
cimaglobal.com

Islamic Money
and Banking:

Islamic Finance
and Banking
System

Integrating Money
in Capital Theory

Philosophies, Principles
& Practices

Publisher John Wiley & Sons Ltd.
Country of Publication Singapore
Binding Hardback

Publisher McGraw-Hill Singapore - Professional
Author Sudin Haron, Haron Sudin, Nursofiza Wan
ISBN 9833850618
EAN 9789833850617
Binding Hardcover

Globalization and
Islamic Finance
Convergence, Prospects
and Challenges

Authors Zamir Iqbal, Abbas Mirakhor and Hossein
Askari
Product code 418477ISBN13: 9780470823491
Published by John Wiley & Sons
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